
AUDITION PREPARATION FOR “INTO THE WOODS” !
Please prepare the following for your FIRST-CHOICE character only (note: there are not 
audition sides listed for the Stepsisters, Stepmother, Stepfather, or Steward, so if one if these is 
your first-choice character, please pick a different character for auditions): !
Singing - As you rehearse, decide if you want to sing with the vocal recording or with the 
instrumental recording at auditions. If you can sing without vocals, it helps us hear your voice 
better. The song for each character is listed below. Please do not prepare more than the requested 
amount of song. Not all characters have to sing. !
Acting (Dialogue)- For your acting audition, look at the scenes that correspond with the page numbers. 
Be prepared to perform this scene with other actors. While you don’t have to be memorized, you should 
be familiar with the scene and ready to try a character in the audition.	
!
——————————————————————————————————————————	
!
BAKER  
SONG: “It Takes Two” - pp. 81 in the script; Track 25 on the CD 
 START at measure 17: “It takes two” (0:41 on the CD) 
 END at measure 34: “It takes two” (1:10 on the CD) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 56-58 and pp. 63-64 !
BAKER'S WIFE  
SONG: “It Takes Two” - pp. 81 in the script; Track 25 on the CD 
 START at measure 1: “You’ve changed.” (0:11 on the CD) 
 END at measure 17: “thank I knew you to be” (0:40 on the CD) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 56-58 and pp. 69-70 !
CINDERELLA  
SONG: “Steps of the Palace” - pp. 87 in your script; Track 29 on the CD 
 START at measure 23: “Better run along home” (0:40 on the CD) 
 END at end of song: “Something you never knew, on the steps of the palace” (1:33) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 69-70 !
CINDERELLA'S MOTHER  
SONG: “Cinderella at the Grave” - pp. 51 in your script; Track 10 on your CD 
 START at measure 9: “Do you know what I wish” (0:22 seconds on the CD) 
 END at measure 15: “and you shall have your wish” (0:34 seconds on the CD) 
DIALOGUE: None !
GRANNY 
SONG: None 
DIALOGUE: pp. 63-64 



!
JACK   
SONG: “Giants in the Sky” - pp. 71 in the script; Track 20 on the CD 
 START at measure 1: “There are giants in the sky” (0:00 on your CD) 
 END at measure 26: “with a terrible roar” (0:52 on your CD) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 52 and pp. 56-58  !
JACK'S MOTHER  
SONG/DIALOGUE: “Opening, Part III” pp. 41 in your script; Track 3 on the CD 
Prepare the full song, as this is also your dialogue. Someone else will read Jack’s lines for you. !
LITTLE RED RIDINGHOOD  
SONG: “I Know Things Now” - pp. 64 in the script; Track 16 on the CD 
 START at measures 31: “And I know things now, many valuable things” (0:55 on CD) 
 END at measure 44: “Nice is different than good” (1:17 on the CD) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 53 and pp. 62-64 !
MILKY WHITE  
SONG: None 
DIALOGUE: Look at the scenes on pp. 52 and pp. 56-58. Be ready to play the cow with actions 
and facial expressions. !
MYSTERIOUS MAN   
SONG: None 
DIALOGUE: pp. 52 and pp. 58 !
NARRATOR   
DIALOGUE: pp. 62-63 and pp. 85-86 (starting with “Unfortunately for Rapunzel—“ and the 
long line on pp. 97 !
RAPUNZEL  
SONG: “Rapunzel” - pp. 60 in the script; Track 14 on the CD 
  START at measure 7: Ahhh… (0:21 on the CD) 
 END at measure10: ….hhhh (0:31 on the CD) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 85-86 !
RAPUNZEL'S/CINDERELLA'S PRINCES   
SONG: “Agony” - pp. 75 in the script; Track 22 on the CD 
 START at measures 1: “Did I abuse her” (0:11 on the CD) 
 END at measure 16: “out of her reach” (0:43 on the CD) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 74-75 !!



WITCH  
SONG: “Stay With Me” - pp. 86 in the script; Track 28 on the CD 
 START at measure 9: “Don’t you know what’s out there” (0:24) 
 END at measure 26: “Stay with me” (1:26) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 85-86 !
WOLF  
SONG: “Hello, Little Girl” - pp. 54 in the script; Track 11 on the CD 
 START at measure 17: “Hello, little girl…” (0:43 on the CD) 
 END at measure 34: “You’re traveling so fleetly.” (1:12 on the CD) 
DIALOGUE: pp. 53 and pp. 62-64


